You don’t have to revolutionize the world to innovate. Small and transformative innovations can improve the everyday. Here are three ways you can be innovative today:

1. **Start with something small**: What is one small, novel change you can commit to?
2. **Ban things**: Stop something. Consider banning limiting words or phrases (“yes, but…”), unproductive habits or even emails for a day.
3. **Change your surroundings**: Get out of the office or your typical workspace for a moment. Go out to lunch, walk around the block. A change of venue can dramatically change your perspective and your productivity.

The key to innovation is finding a new way of looking at things. Stay curious. Your innovative lens will help you see new ways to collaborate and frame problems.

**THIS WEEK’S CHALLENGE:**

*Be an idea broker.* Commit to thinking through at least one challenge you are facing as an innovator would. Look at the concept from multiple, even unrelated perspectives to shed new light on an issue. Questions to help you process this challenge:

- Who else interacts with this challenge from a different angle?
- What other jobs, knowledge or idea “domains” are similar to mine?
- What magazines, journals or blogs can you follow to see what others are doing?

**KEEP ON LEARNING**

- Dive deeper in the live session, “Everyday Innovation” on February 27. **Register now.**
- LinkedIn Learning: Check out featured author and professor of strategy Jeff Dyer’s course on [Innovation](#).